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Customer Success Story
Solution Offering: MergeAssist
Network Assessment Service

Challenge:
A large Healthcare company decided to divest one of their divisions they
had a mandate to remove all connectivity between the two divested
companies and to execute this divesture in less than two weeks.
Regulation required they must make a clean split and prove actual
segregation.
It was critical that it be done correctly to comply with HIPAA and other
compliance regulations. Compliance in healthcare comes with even
higher stakes than in other industries. Healthcare organizations are held
to strict standards, regulations, and laws from the federal and state
levels. Violations of these laws can result in lawsuits, hefty fines, or the
loss of licenses.
The customer dealt with first responders in emergency situations. Failure
to correctly segregate the network could cost lives. All the devices within
the combined organization had been engrained into the network for so
many years it was difficult to distinguish what division utilized the
devices.
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Solution:
The customer decided to utilize Empowered to execute a MergeAssist
Network Assessment. The assessment goals were to:
•

Map the network using NetMRI,

•

Identify every device,

•

Classify devices by type,

•

Group devices by subnet and location where applicable,

•

Identify connected end hosts,

•

Create reports,

•

Separate networks

Results:
The customer completed the separation of networks and were audit
ready after the successful divestiture. With the help of Empowered’s
MergeAssist Network Assessment the customer was able to show that
they were completely divested.

